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POGO & Mike

RUN NO. 58 REPORT - A verdant stroll around Villa Verde
The accumulation should have assembled for the 58th DH3
run in the grounds of the ruins of the livestock section building.
Incorrect directions from On Sex worried the Hares, but a
quick call saw them all emerge from the PX car park – or so
they said. (Ed. Which part of “the compound with the burned
out building just past the PX (coming up from the sea) and on
the other side of the road” didn’t they understand?)
The hares envisioned a great run, rising phoenix-like from the
ruins of the once majestic building (1955 was a good year for
some). And it has to be said that this was the best conducted
run of the year.
Accordingly, after a late start (due to the poor directions (see
above), the late Hash Cash and the predictably large
numbers of runners – the word had got around that something
special was on the make - it was ON ON out the gate for the
first check point. The runners failed to check it out properly
and the Hares had to call “ON BACK” to get the keen pack
back on course.
A quick loop around UN Agency House saw the collection
heading west. They met up with the walkers who had a great
walk past such highlights as the Mataduro – (abattoir) and into
the area of Villa Verde. The walkers just preceded the runners
to HC I.
In the absence of Hash Choirmistress
PERSPIRATION, PS lead the singing and then it was ON ON
up the hill – compared with last week’s run virtually a flat plane to HC II.
The walkers kept on to HC II via some of the nicest house
gardens in Dili and a great jungle trek through raging torrents –
well a few puddles to be jumped – to lead the runners in by a
country mile. Many a runner was seen to be SCBing as they
headed strait to HC II avoiding the trail after the trying run
across the mighty “Kareeba Dam” wall. In what was later
described as “one of the best marked trails in Dili Hash History”
shame on the runners!!. Another sing song was led by PS
under the teak trees – well it should have been there as the

(UN)SYNCHRONISED HASHING!

Hares were being considerate in avoiding over-exposure in the
harsh fading light.
The runners ON ON’ed down the track while the walkers cut
cross village – hurdling fences and following numerous paths,
only to be beaten home by the runners – must have been more
SCBs - for the final track home. Must have been the floral
collection for the wedding that delayed the walkers. An
insubordinate dog prevented many from taking the best marked
trail in Dili Hash History as many a runner was seen off the
track hurdling the many drains that make up Villa Verde.
No one got lost – a well marked trail. Congratulations to the
Hares for a well set course and a great run/walk. Not bad for
virginal Hares!!
THE TRUTH
A well judged and well planned run – by Hash standards. Pity
those inviting, nearby hills didn’t get some use though!

CIRCLE CIRCUS
An absolutely HUGE turnout for a real virginal affair.
Two virgins set the run, five virgins came on their first Hash
run ever (well we don’t know if the actually came but they
did show up, pay their fees, complete the run/walk and have
their down downs) and two more ‘virgins’ got married.
Our GM, WEE WILLIE, and his betrothed, SEXON, tied
the knot in ‘moving’ Hash ceremony under the watchful eye
of RA, DRIBBLER.
Father of the bride, BROWNEYE, with his usual eloquent
speech, gave away the blushing virgin and CUMAKARZY,
who was clearly the Best Man, dispensed the champagne
after the nuptials were completed.

Together with his speech to the assembled (paying) guests
the groom rewarded the more deserving of them with extra
beer for their various (often misguided) efforts. Then the
guests rewarded each other in a similar fashion. See below
for full details.
To further honour the occasion, the GM bestowed honorary
Hash names of no less than three five-time runners and one
particularly deserving three-time runner.
The RA closed the forgettable ceremony with the award of
the cherished POTW to aptly- named CACTUS and then
conducted private confession sessions. (The results of these
will be published in next week’s Hash Trash.)

DOWN DOWNS
Hares
PULL IT, PUSH IT
Newbies
Julianne, Fyn, Gillian, Anna, Ephie
Neglecting Newbies
SEXON, POGO, TUPPA
FRBs
CUMAKARZY, Fyn, SALSA, Doug,
SCRUBBER, HAIDROLIK
SCBs
BROWNEYE, BUPS
Smoking
BROWN EYE, Gillian
10 Runs
PULL IT (Last week), PUSH IT
30 Runs
LACERATION (Last week)
40 Runs
SCRUBBER

Charges from the Circle
CUT OFF charged DRIBBLER for envy
The (Hash) Society Wedding of the Year!
(As onlookers wipe the tears from their eyes)
PS charged SPORRAN for ‘Who’s Don’
BROWNEYE charged PS for bringing his family to Hash
HAIDROLIK charged SPORRAN for forgetting his own email address and getting On Sex’s Hash name wrong
ROADKILL charged LORASAE LEMON for use of her mobile phone during the Circle
SPORRAN charged DRIBBLER for causing him to injure himself on last weeks run
LACERATION charged PUSH IT for humiliating a Hashman at work. LACERATION joined her in the down down for
not knowing his PULL ITs from his PUSH ITs.
Ephie charge GM for lying. REVERSED because it’s not called lying when a Hash GM does it
GM charged Ephie for ‘hats in the Circle’
GM charged Dennis for leaving his shoes on Atauro Island last week
GM charged Doug for using his mobile phone in the Circle

NAMING

POTW

No.

Col becomes SARAH LEE for his famous name and his military background
Hamish becomes SPORRAN for his ancestry and the shape of his shorts
Tom becomes CACTUS for something to do with multiple pricks
Trev becomes CUMAKARZY for getting into and out of the shit
At last DRIBBLER had the POTW vessel and an audience. Problem is he didn’t have a good
charge so he presented it to CACTUS (formerly Tom) for causing someone to telephone him early
on his lie-in morning. (Ed. Definitely a bonus beer situation not a POTW one.)

Date

59
60
61
62
63
64

10 Jun
17 Jun
24 Jun
1 July
8 July
15 July

65
66

22 July
29 July

HARES APPARENT
Hares
Occasion/Location
Roadkill
Roadkill’s farewell run
Pogo & Wiggles
Wiggles & PS last run
Salsa & Absolut
Mid-Summer Night’s Eve
The Yanks??
Independence Day Run
Pretender, Bushwacker, Babe Upchuck’s last??
Horny & Brown Eye
42nd Anniversary of the founding
of the Flying Zubriks

HIGHEST HASH RUN
We already have seven
Hashers interested in the
walk up Mt Ramelau?
The preference so far is for a
Saturday soon.
We would leave at about
6.00 – 6.30 am and return
about 11.00 – 12.00 hours
later
Let Haidrolik know asap if
you are interested

MISCELLANEOUS RUBBISH
Interested in a Hash table next Thursday at the Rotary Trivia Night at the Turismo? Please see Haidrolik today for tickets.

Letters to the Editor
Point of Order
I took issue with this at the time, but
was shouted down by the RA
during last week's nomination for
the POTW. I therefore take this
opportunity to formally raise the
issue and my objection to the
method and nature of this weekly
"award".
At the time, and still to this day, I
object to the RA's nomination,
quickly followed by the coronation,
of the POTW.
The nomination was based on the
RA's assumption that all or any
hashers
are evenly remotely
concerned with his sleeping habits. I
also found the nomination to be
overbearing,
personal
and
vindictive. None of these should ever
belong in a hash circle.
I therefore submit that the POTW for
the month of June be suspended and
that the RA be declared POTM for
the remainder of June.
On on.
BUPS

(Ed. Point taken. See comment in
Circle report. However, bear in mind
that the POTW was awarded to the
Dili Hash on the basis that the next
holder would be the sole choice of the
previous holder. Sometimes the rest
of the Circle help out but that is not
the norm.)

DILI HASH HOUSE HARRIERS BUSINESS
The Grand Master, Wee Willie, recently sent the following email to
DH3 Mismanagement Committee:
Scrubber, our Hash Cash, can always be found
hard at work. Scrubber works independently, without
wasting Hash time talking to colleagues. Scrubber never
thinks twice about assisting fellow Hashers, and he always
finishes given assignments on time. Often he takes extended
measures to complete his work, sometimes skipping beer
breaks. Scrubber is a dedicated individual who has absolutely no
vanity in spite of his high accomplishments and profound
knowledge in his field. I firmly believe that Scrubber can be
classed as a high-calibre Hash Cash, the type who cannot be
dispensed with. Consequently, I duly recommend that Scrubber be
promoted to Vice GM, and a proposal to this effect will be
executed as soon as possible.

Shortly after emailing the recommendation, the Grand Master quickly
dashed off a second email:
Addendum:
That idiot was standing over my shoulder while I wrote the report
sent to you earlier today.
Kindly re-read only every other line.
Phoof ! There is a flash of light
and a piece of paper with account you mind if I chatted with you for
numbers appears in his hand.
a while ?"

He continues, "Next, I want a To which she responds by yelling,
brand new red Ferrari right here." at the top of her lungs, "No, I

Phoof ! There is a flash of light won't sleep with you tonight !"
and a bright red brand-new Everyone in the bar is now staring
Ferrari appears right next to him. at them. Naturally, the guy is

Always remember that I have taken
hopelessly
and
completely
more out of alcohol than alcohol has He continues, "Finally, I want to
embarras
sed
and
he
slinks
back to
taken out of me. Winston Churchill
be irresistible to women."

Phoof ! There is a flash of light
A man is walking down the beach and he turns into a box of
and comes across an old bottle. He chocolates.
picks it up, pulls out the cork and
out pops a genie.
Marriage
is
the
triumph
of
The genie says "Thank you for
freeing me from the bottle. In
return I will grant you three
wishes."

imagination over intelligence. Second
marriage is the triumph of hope over
experience.

his table.
After a few minutes, the woman
walks over to him and apologizes.
She smiles at him and says, "I'm
sorry if I embarrassed you. You
see, I'm a psychologist and I've
got an assignment to study how
people respond to embarrassing
situations."
To which he responds, at the top
of his lungs, "What do you mean ...
$200 ?"

A shy guy goes into a bar and
The man says "Great. I always sees a beautiful woman sitting at
dreamed of this and I know the bar.
exactly what I want.
After an hour of gathering up his
First, I want 1 billion dollars in a courage, he finally goes over to Sign at an Optometrist's Office: "If
her and asks tentatively, "Would you don't see what your looking for
Swiss bank account."
you've come to the right place."

